SOURCE OF FUNDING NUMBERS
The topics about Hamilton cycles, circumferences and Hamiltonian connectivities of regular graphs have been interesting many mathematicians in recent years ([2] , [1] , [4] , [7] , [3] , [6] ).
In this paper, we will investigate the length of a longest path joining any pair of vertices of regular graphs and establish the following theorem.
THEOREM 1
Let G be a 4-connected non-bipartite k-regular graph. Then any pair of distinct vertices of G are joined by a Hamilton path or a path of length at least 3k-6.
In a sense, this theorem is a generalization of the rollowing results.
(i) (Bollobas and Hobbs [1] ) Any 2-connected k-regular graph of order 9 at most -k contains a Hamilton cycle.
(ii) (Jackson [4] ) Any 2-connected k-regular graph of order at most 3k contains a Hamilton cycle.
(iii) (Zhu, Liu and Yu [7] ) Any 2-connected k-regular graph of order at most 3k+3 contains a Hamilton cycle.
(iv) (Fan [3] ) The length of a longest cycle in a 3rconnected
k-regular graph of order n is at least min{n,3kl.
(v) (Zhang and Zhu [6] ) Any pair of vertices of a 3mconnected
non-bipartite k-regular graph of order at most 3k-4 are joined by a Hamilton path. (See fig. 1 ).
Actually, we can establish a result stronger than Theorem 1.
THEOREM 2. Let G be a L-connected graph and x,y be a pair of distinct vertices of G such that
Then the length of a longest path joining x and y is at least The theorem will be proved by contradition. Suppose that the length of a longest path P-v o.-v p joining x-v 0 and y-vp is less than 3k-6 and G\V(P) is not empty.
PART ONE. In this part, we will show that G\V(P) is an independent set of G. The following lemmas will be applied in this part. 
we have that z'=x2 and
By the choice of Q and xi, it follows that
for eah z6Z. 
for each pair of distinct vertices z and z' of Z. And
since d=d (XI )d (X ).
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Suppose that d > k-3. Since G is 4-connected, there are four intermediately disjoint paths P =v ... x joining T and P for ,. where {v i1' 2v 3v i4 I are distinct vertices of P, 
It contradicts the assumption that Z(P) < 3k-6. Therefore I T 1 < 3 and some x i and x. of {Xl,x 2 ,x 3 ,x4} are the same vertex. However,
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Thus 0 > k -9k 22. But the value of K 29k+22 is always positive for any k.
It leads a contradition and follows our claim.
IV. Now we wish to show the following inequality
Let z,z' be a pair of distinct vertices of Z. We have known that dp(z), dp(z') > k 
Thus we have established the inequality (5) in this case, and therefore we will asume that P has at least a(z,z')+1 extendible segments with respect to any pair of distinct vertices {z,z'I of Z.
Let a = max {a(z,z') i z,z' are a pair of distinct vertices of Z1. 
Since P has at least a+1 entendible segments with respect to Zlz2},we have that (P) / (total length of all extendible segments with respect to {z,z 2 } + (total length of all unextendible segments with respect to {z 1 ,z 2 1) d-2) ......
if a > 1, by (8), we have that
It is a contradiction and hence we have that a G 0.
If d < 4, by (8), we have that
It is also a contradiction and therefore we must have that d > 5. Note that
, let z,z',z" be three distinct verticies of Z. By the definition of a and a=O, the subsets Np(z), Np(Z') and Np(Z") of V(P) are pairwise disjoint. Hence
and P has at least 3(k-d)-l segments each of which is of length at least two. So
It contradicts that Z(P) < 3k -7. A Az I = dp(z) > k-d for any ZEZ (by (3)), j AznB. I< 1 for any zEZ and viEV(P). We can apply Lemma 1.2 on C and these two partitions of C. Thus P has at least krd1 extendible segments each of which is of length at least d+2 and therefore Z(P) > (total length of all entendible segments)
and the inequality (5) holds for all cases.
V. Since 1 < d < k-4, the minimum value of (d+2)(k-d-1) is 3k-6 It contradicts that (P) < 3k-6 and therefore, G\V(P) is an independent set.
Part two.
It has been shown in part one that W-G\V(P) is an independent set. Simplifying the above inequality, we have that I S I> t-3+k.
. . . . .
When So uSt--, IZI =2(t-1). By Lemma 2.2, (t-1)(I SI -t+3) > -kt+k 2k(t-1)
Simplifying the above inequality, we obtain the inequality (9) again. Since Since the maximum degree of G is k, all neighbors of every vertex of X are contained in Yujwf.
Moreover, by (iv) of Lemma 2.1, both X and Yu{w} are independent sets and E(X,Yu{w })E(X,G)-E(G,Yu{Jw}).
